Assessment Day - Strategies to Improve Student Learning  
2/16/18

Communication-
Needs Improvement: Citation (APA/MLA)
Top Strategy: Faculty practice and reinforce citation in at least one assignment per course. In the syllabus, provide resources to include links or examples of APA and MLA citations.

Information Competency and Research-
Needs Improvement: Use of Electronic Presentation
Top Strategy: Publish a tutorial on the NNMC Website on how to create an effective presentation i.e. power point and google suite.

Cultural Sustainability-
Needs Improvement: Respect and Dignity for Distinct Cultures of NM
Top Strategy: Create an assignment related to Northern New Mexico Culture i.e. interviews, and case studies, create a grading rubric to share with students.

Critical Thought-
Needs Improvement: Cause and Effect
Top Strategy: Create a multi-disciplinary course in general education that would have this as an outcome. This course could also cover issues in New Mexico Cultures and Cultural Sustainability.